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QUESTION 1

You have an application server that needs to copy data on Oracle Cloud Infrastrucutre (OCI) object storage in the same
region. You have created a service gateway for OCI object storage in your virtual cloud network (VCN) and modified
security lists associated with the subnet to allow traffic to the service gateway. You are able to connect to the OCI object
storage, however, you notice that the connectivity is over the Internet instead of the service gateway. 

What is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The route table associated with the subnet has no route rule where the destination is object storage service 

B. The service gateway created in the VCN resides in a different availability domain 

C. The security list associated with the subnet has an egress rule that allows all traffic to be forwarded to a destination
CIDR 0.0.0.0/0 

D. Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies restrict the access to the object storage bucket 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) DB Systems? 

A. Customers have no control over database patching. 

B. The database and backups are encrypted by default. 

C. Customers can consolidate multiple database homes on a single virtual machine database host. 

D. Customers can manage the TDE Wallet after DB Systems is provisioned. 

Correct Answer: BD 

All databases created in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure are encrypted using transparent data encryption (TDE). 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure encrypts all managed backups in the object store. Oracle uses the Database Transparent
Encryption feature by default for encrypting the backups. and the customers can manage the TDE Wallet after DB
Systems are provisioned. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an instance running in a development compartment that needs to make API calls against other OCI services,
but you do not want to configure user credentials or a store a configuration file on the instance. How can you meet this
requirement? 

A. Create a dynamic group with matching rules to include your instance 

B. B. Instances can automatically make calls to other OCI services 

C. C. Instances are secure and cannot make calls to other OCI services 
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D. D. Create a dynamic group with matching rules to include your instance and write a policy for this dynamic group 

Correct Answer: D 

Dynamic groups allow you to group Oracle Cloud Infrastructure computer instances as "principal" actors (similar to user
groups). 

When you create a dynamic group, rather than adding members explicitly to the group, you instead define a set of
matching rules to define the group members. For example, a rule could specify that all instances in a particular
compartment are members of the dynamic group. The members can change dynamically as instances are launched and
terminated in that compartment. 

A dynamic group has no permissions until you write at least one policy that gives that dynamic group permission to
either the tenancy or a compartment. When writing the policy, you can specify the dynamic group by using either the
unique name or the dynamic group\\'s OCID. Per the preceding note, even if you specify the dynamic group name in the
policy, IAM internally uses the OCID to determine the dynamic group. 

 

QUESTION 4

As the Cloud Architect for your company, you have been tasked with designing a high performance (HPC) cluster in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The following requirements have been defined: 

The cluster must be a minimum of three nodes, but may increase to six nodes when demand requires. 

The cluster must be resilient to any potential infrastructure failures. 

To minimize latency, all nodes must be deployed within the same availability domain (AD). 

Adding or replacing nodes within the cluster should take no more than 30 minutes. 

Which two steps should be performed to satisfy these requirements in OCI? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy the cluster in a single AD with a shared file system that leverages the file storage service (FSS). Deploy a
standby cluster in another AD and configure it to use the same shared file system. 

B. Deploy the cluster in a single AD. Place each of the nodes in one of the three different fault domains in that AD. 

C. Create a backup of your HPC node compute instance boot volume. Launch new compute instances directly from the
backup reduce provisioning time. 

D. Create a custom image of your HPC node compute instance. Launch new compute instances using this image to
reduce provisioning time. 

E. Deploy the cluster in a single AD. Place each of the nodes in a different virtual cloud network (VCN) subnet. 

Correct Answer: BD 

A fault domain is a grouping of hardware and infrastructure within an availability domain. Each availability domain
contains three fault domains. Fault domains provide anti-affinity: they let you distribute your instances so that the
instances are not on the same physical hardware within a single availability domain. A hardware failure or Compute
hardware maintenance event that affects one fault domain does not affect instances in other fault domains. In addition,
the physical hardware in a fault domain has independent and redundant power supplies, which prevents a failure in the
power supply hardware within one fault domain from affecting other fault domains. 

To control the placement of your compute instances, bare metal DB system instances, or virtual machine DB system
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instances, you can optionally specify the fault domain for a new instance or instance pool at launch time. If you don\\'t
specify the fault domain, the system selects one for you. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure makes a best-effort anti-affinity
placement across different fault domains, while optimizing for available capacity in the availability domain. To change
the fault domain for an instance, terminate it and launch a new instance in the preferred fault domain. 

Use fault domains to do the following things: 

Protect against unexpected hardware failures or power supply failures. 

Protect against planned outages because of Compute hardware maintenance. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization has deployed a large, complex application across multiple compute instances in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). These compute instances also have block volume storage attached to them. You want to create a
time consistent backup of these block volume storage. 

Which implementation strategy should be used? 

A. Create a manual backup of each volume 

B. Use scripts available in OCI to backup block volume storage 

C. Group volumes in a volume group first and then use available scripts in OCI 

D. Group volumes in a volume group and create a manual backup of the volume group 

Correct Answer: D 

The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Block Volume service provides you with the capability to group together multiple
volumes in a volume group. A volume group can include both types of volumes, boot volumes, which are the system
disks for 

your Compute instances, and block volumes for your data storage. You can use volume groups to create volume group
backups and clones that are point-in-time and crash-consistent. 

This simplifies the process to create time-consistent backups of running enterprise applications that span multiple
storage volumes across multiple instances. You can then restore an entire group of volumes from a volume group
backup. 

To create a backup of the volume group 

Open the navigation menu. Under Core Infrastructure, go to Block Storage and click Volumes Groups. 

In the Volume Groups list, click Create Volume Group Backup in the Actions menu for the volume group you want to
create a backup for. 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants to do development on premise while leveraging services such as Java Cloud, Mobile Developer
Cloud, and App Builder Services. The customer would also like to scale out the application, stretching from on-premises
to the cloud by using a common API. 
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Which two Infrastructure options can the customer leverage to do this? (Choose two.) 

A. Oracle Cloud at Customer 

B. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic 

C. Oracle Cloud Ravello service 

D. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which scaling option does Database Cloud Service (DBCS) on Bare Metal Shape offer? 

A. network bandwidth 

B. CPU 

C. storage 

D. memory 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/managingDBsystem.htm 

 

QUESTION 8

When terminating a compute instance, which statement is true? 

A. The instance needs to be stopped first, and then terminated. 

B. The boot volume is always deleted. 

C. All block volumes attached to the instance are terminated. 

D. Users can preserve the boot volume associated with the instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

You can permanently terminate (delete) instances that you no longer need. Any attached VNICs and volumes are
automatically detached when the instance terminates. Eventually, the instance\\'s public and private IP addresses are
released and become available for other instances. By default, the instance\\'s boot volume is deleted when you
terminate the instance, however you can preserve the boot volume associated with the instance, so that you can attach
it to a different instance as a data volume, or use it to launch a new instance. 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement is true about the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure File Storage Service Mount Target? 
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A. You can access multiple file systems through a single mount target 

B. Mount target has a public IP address and DNS name 

C. C. Mount target lives in a single subnet of your choice, but is not highly available 

D. D. Each mount target requires six internal IP addresses in the subnet to function 

Correct Answer: A 

A mount target is an NFS endpoint that lives in a VCN subnet of your choice and provides network access for file
systems. The mount target provides the IP address or DNS name that is used together with a unique export path to
mount the file system. A single mount target can export many file systems. Typically, you create your first mount target
and export when you create your first file system. The mount target maintains an export set which contains all of the
exports for its associated file systems. 

Limitations and Considerations 

Each availability domain is limited to two mount targets by default. However, you can export up to 100 file systems
through each mount target. 

See Service Limits for a list of applicable limits and instructions for requesting a limit increase. 

Each mount target requires three internal IP addresses in the subnet to function. Two of the IP addresses are used
during mount target creation. The third IP address must remain available for the mount target to use for high availability 

failover. 

The File Storage service doesn\\'t "reserve" the third IP address required for high availability failover. Use care when
designing your subnets and file systems to ensure that sufficient IP addresses remain available for your mount targets. 

 

QUESTION 10

You have an application deployed in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure running only in the Phoenix region. You were asked to
create a disaster recovery (DR) plan that will protect against the loss of critical data. The DR site must be at least 500
miles from your primary site and data transfer between the two sites must not traverse the public Internet. 

Which is the recommended disaster recovery plan? 

A. Create a new virtual cloud network (VCN) in the Phoenix region and create a subnet in one availability domain (AD)
that is not currently being used by your production systems. Establish VCN peering between the production and DR
sites. 

B. Create a DR environment in Ashburn. Associate a DRG with the VCN in each region and create a remote peering
connection between the two VCNs. 

C. Create a DR environment in Ashburn and provision a FastConnect virtual circuit using DRG between the regions. 

D. Create a DR environment in Ashburn. Associate a dynamic routing gateway (DRG) with the VCN in each region and
configure an IPsec VPN connection between the two regions. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 11

Which three must be configured for a load balancer to accept incoming traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. a listener 

B. a back-end server 

C. a back end set 

D. a security list that is open on a listener port 

E. a certificate 

Correct Answer: ABC 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/managingloadbalancer.htm?tocpath=Services%7CLoad%20
Balancing%7C_____5 

The essential components for load balancing include:?A load balancer with pre-provisioned bandwidth.?A backend set
with a health check policy. See Managing Backend Sets.?Backend servers for your backend set. See Managing
Backend Servers.?One or more listeners . See Managing Load Balancer Listeners.?Load balancer subnet security rules
to allow the intended traffic. To learn more about these rules, see Security Rules.?Optionally, you can associate your
listeners with SSL server certificate bundles to manage how your system handles SSL traffic. See Managing SSL
Certificates. 

 

QUESTION 12

What is true about data guard set up with fast-start failover (FSFO) in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. The best practice for high availability and durability is to run the primary, standby, and observer in separate
availability domains (ADs). 

B. When you configure data guard using OCI console, the default mode is set to maxprotection. 

C. You cannot create the standby DB system in a different AD from the primary DB system. 

D. You cannot use database command line interface (CLI) to set up data guard with FSFO. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: 

The best practice for high availability and durability is to run the primary, standby, and observer in separate availability
domains. The observer determines whether or not to failover to a specific target standby database 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/usingDG.htm#ConfiguringObserverOptional 

 

QUESTION 13

What is a valid option when exporting a custom image? 
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A. object storage URL 

B. archive storage URL 

C. file storage service 

D. block volume 

Correct Answer: A 

You can use the Console or API to export images, and the exported images are stored in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Object Storage service. To perform an image export, you need write access to the Object Storage bucket
for the image. 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two options are necessary for achieving high availability on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? 

A. Store your database across multiple regions so that half of the data resides in one region and the other half resides in
another region. 

B. Attach your block volume form Availability Domain 1 to a compute instance in Availability Domain 2 (and vice versa)
so that they are highly available. 

C. Configure your database to have Data Guard in another Availability Domain in Sync mode within a region. 

D. Store your database files on Object Storage so that they are available in all Availability Domains in all regions. 

E. Distribute your application servers across all Availability Domains within a region. 

Correct Answer: CE 

All details can find in "Best Practices for Deploying High Availability Architecture on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure" https://d
ocs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Resources/Assets/whitepapers/best-practices-deploying-ha-architecture-
oci.pdf 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements are true about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) DB Systems Data Guard service? 

A. Both DB systems must use the same VCN, and port 1521 must be open 

B. Data guard configuration on the OCI is limited to a virtual machine only 

C. Data guard implementation for Bare Metal shapes requires two DB Systems, one containing the primary database
and one containing the standby database. 

D. Data guard implementation requires two DB Systems, one running the primary database on a virtual machine and the
standby database running on bare metal. 

Correct Answer: AC 

An Oracle Data Guard implementation requires two DB systems, one containing the primary database and one
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containing the standby database. When you enable Oracle Data Guard for a virtual machine DB system database, a
new DB system with the standby database is created and associated with the primary database. For a bare metal DB
system, the DB system with the database that you want to use as the standby must already exist before you enable
Oracle Data Guard. 

Requirement details are as follows: 

-Both DB systems must be in the same compartment. 

-

 The DB systems must be the same shape type (for example, if the shape of the primary database is a virtual machine,
then the shape of the standby database can be any other virtual machine shape). 

-

 If your primary and standby databases are in different regions, then you must peer the virtual cloud networks (VCNs)
for each database. 

-

 Configure the security list ingress and egress rules for the subnets of both DB systems in the Oracle Data Guard
association to enable TCP traffic to move between the applicable ports. Ensure that the rules you create are stateful
(the default). 
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